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We discuss the set of all products over subsequences of a sequence in a finite 
elementary Abelian group of type (p. p), and we prove the Olson’s conjecture 
r(Z,xZ,)=2p-1. 6 1987 Academc Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group (multiplicatively) and S= (a,, +,..., a,,) be a non- 
empty subset of G, ai # 1. We consider the set C(S) consisting of all 
elements of G which can be expressed as a product over a subset of S, 
c(s) = { ui, ui2 . ..u.,Il<i,<i,< ... <i&z]. 
Let c(G) be the least integer such that C(S) = G for any subset S of non- 
1 elements with IS( B c(G). For lG[ 3 3, the existence of c(G) follows by 
taking all the non-l elements of G. It is a special problem in addition 
theory to estimate the value of c(G) when G is given, In 1980, Y. F. Wou 
proved c(Z, x Z,) = 2p - 2 for any prime p 3 5, which was conjectured by 
H. B. Mann and J. E. Olson. 
An interesting general case arises if S= (a,, a*,..., a,) is a sequence 
(repetition allowed) of G satisfying that any subgroup H of G contains at 
most 1 HI - 1 terms of S. Similarly, we can define v(G) to be the least 
integer such that ISI 3 r(G) implies C(S) = G. We clearly have r(G) 3 c(G). 
When G = Z, x Z,, the problem was proposed by Olson. He proved that 
1 E C(S) for any sequence S of Z, x Z,, with /SI 3 2p - 1 and he also con- 
jectured r(Z, x Zp) = 2p - 1. 
In this paper, we consider the set C(S) in terms of group-algebra of G 
over the residue class ring mod p. All the terms “sequence” will mean a 
sequence of non-l elements in G. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
In the following, we always assume G = Z,, x Z,, where p is a prime, Z, 
is the cyclic group of order p, F,, is the residue class ring of integers modulo 
p and F,,(G) is the group-algebra of G over F,,. 
Let S = (u, , u2 ,..., a,,), S, = (/I,, h, ,..., /I,,,) be two sequences of G, ISI = n 
denote the size of S (the number of terms of S), and S+ S, = 
(0,. a,,..., Cl,,, h, . ..., h,?*) denote the sequence consisting of terms of both 5’ 
and S,. If S, is a subsequence of S, deleting S, from S, we get a new sub- 
sequence of S and denote it by S - S, 
As a subset in G. we define 
/P(S)=Z(S)u il) 
For any subgroup H of G. 
Sn H=(a,lu,~ H) 
will denote the subsequence of S consisting of terms of S contained in H. 
Given an Abehan group G, we have a communicative algebra F,,(G) over 
F I’ ’ 
F,,(G)= (ZE.,gJi,EF,,. g,eG). 
We consider some simple properties of Z,, x Z, and its group-algebra 
F,,(G) over F,, For all u E G, we have 
( 1 - u ) ” = 1 - (1” YE 0 
and 
(I -u)“=(l -a)“(1 -a)” “=o if k 3 p, 
If k = p - 1, then 
( 1 - u)A = 1 + u + u’ + ‘. + up I, 
Vu’ E (u), we have 
a’( 1 ~ u)” ’ =a’(1 +a+a’+ “’ +u” ‘) 
= 1 +a+$+ .” +a”-‘=(I -a)’ 1. 
This means that a’ can be “absorbed” in (1 -u)” ‘. 
Generally, if G = (a) x (h), then any u’h’ in G can be absorbed in 
(1 -u)” -‘(l -h)” ‘. 
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As a module over F,, I;,(G) has a basis 
{(l -a)‘(1 -o)‘IO<<,j<p- 1). 
So any a E F,,(G) can be written uniquely in the form 
a=pT,,(l-u)‘(l -h)‘, D,,EF~- 
PROPOSITION 1. x E F,,(G), 
(i) aEG, a# I, $(l -u).a=O, therz 
a=b.(l -a)” ‘. Be F,(G). 
(ii) !f*G=(cr)x(h)und(l-u)~=(l-h)a=O 
then 
a=a(l -a)” ‘(1 -h)” ‘, G E F, 
Proc$ Suppose G = (u ) x (h ), and 
a = C cri( 1 - a)‘( 1 -h)l. 
Since 
O=(l -rr)cr=(l -u) &Q(l -Lz)‘(l-h)’ 
( > 
=I a,( 1 -uy+‘( I -h)’ 
from the uniqueness of the expression, we have 
c,, = 0, O<ibp-2, Obj,<p-1 
and 
a=Ca,, ,,(I -a)” ‘(1 -h)’ 
=(1-u)P ’ 
( 
x0, ,j(l -b)’ =(1-a)” ‘./!I, 
> 
where /I=Cg,_,,(l -h)‘sFJG). If (1 -u)a=(l -h)a=O, then 
CT,, = 0 when i#p-I or jfp-1. 
Hence a = up ,,, 1(1 -a)P ‘(1 -h)” ‘. 1 
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PROOF OF OLSON’S CONJECTURE 
For any sequence S of G, we define 
d(S)=m;x{(HnSjIHisasubgroupofGoforderpJ 
A(S)= #{H(His the subgroup of G of orderp and ISnW >O}. 
Olson introduced a product in [ 1 ] for any sequence S as 
II(S) = fi (1 -a,). 
,=I 
If n(S) # 0, as an element of group-algebra, L’(S) can be expressed in the 
form 
n(s)= 1 -(a, +a,+ ‘.’ +a,,)+(a,a,+a,u,+ .” +u,,-.,a,,) 
+ . + ( - 1 )“a, u2 . . a,, 
=i,, g, +i,,g,+ ... +i,.g:,, i,EF,, g,EG. 
For every g, # 1 on the right, we can find u,,u,? ... u,~ on the left such that 
a,, 012 * Ui, = g,, 
hence Co(S) 2 (g, , g, ,..., g, j. Therefore, if 
n(S)=a(l-u)“~‘(1-h)~~ ’ 
=a(1 +u+u2+ ... +up-‘)(l+h+h+ 
then C”(S) = G. If n(S) = 0, that is 
z7(S)=D(l -ai) 
=l-(u,+u,+ ‘.. +u,,)+(u,u,+u,u,+ 
+ ... +(-1)“u,u*~~~u,=0 
SW ’ 1 
. +&I%) 
then there is at least one term ~,,a,~ ... as on the left such that 
ui,ui*“‘u,,= 1, 
i.e., 1 E C(S). 
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LEMMA 1.1. S = (a,, a, ,..., a,), S’ = (a;‘, a? ,..., a;), where r,, r2 ,..., r,, are 
non-0 integers mod p. Then n(S) = an(S’) and I7(S’) = /?Z7(S), where 
u, b’ E I;,(C). 
Particularly, ifIf or Z7(S’) equals ~(1 -a)P-‘(I -b)” -I, ~EF,,, then 
c(, p can he replaced by elements ii F,,. 
Proof: For all a,, we have 
1 -a:=(1 -a,)(1 +a,+a’+ ” + a:--‘) 
then 
ZZ(S’)= i (1 -a;) 
r=l 
= fi ((1 -a,)(1 +a,+af+ 
= n (1 -ai) n (1 +a,+af 
,=I ,= I 
=zz(S).u, 
where cr=I7(1 +a,+ ... +a:-‘)EF,(G). 
Conversely, from 
1 -u, = 1 - (a:)r8Y’ =(l -a:)(1 +a:+ 
+ 
+a?-‘)) 
. +a:‘-]) 
we can find /?E F,,(G) such that 
zz( S) = /m( S’). 
If n(S)=a(l-a)li ‘(l-b)“-‘, note that (l-a)P ‘.(l-b)pP’ can 
absorb any element of F&G), we can replace CL by an element of F,. 1 
For any sequence S= (a,, a2 ,..., a,,), ai = amlbnf, m, # 0, if we want to 
prove n(S) = 0 or n(S) # 0, from Lemma 1.1 we can exchange a, for ah”; 
since (amCb”f)r, = ab”; for some non-0 integer r, in Fp. 
LEMMA 1.2. S=(a, ,..., a,,), a,=ab’l, rj#O. 
(i) Zfn>2p- 1, then n(S)=O. 
(ii) Zfn<p- 1, then I7(S)#O. 
(iii) Zfn=2p-2, then Z7(S)=a(l -a)Pp’(l -b)pp’, ~EF,. 
(iv) Zf p<n<2p-2, then n(S)=0 implies (T~-,=B~-~= ... = 
o+,,+,=O, wherea,=C,. ,,<...< iksnri,ri2”‘rrk, ldkdnanda,=l. 
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Proof: For 1 - brA, 1 <k <n, we have the Taylor expansion 
=I- 5 (-l)j ‘i* .(1-b)’ 
I=0 0 
=rk(l-b)- i (-1)’ ‘” (1-b)’ 
r=2 0 
=rk(l -b)+a,(l -b)2, 
where elk= -C:“=r (-l)‘(‘;).(l -b)‘+‘EF,,(G), then 
H(S)= i (1 -uh) 
k:l 
= fi (1 -abrA)= fi ((1 -a)+~(1 -b’“)) 
k=l X=I 
I ,  
= n ((l-a)+ ar,(l-b)+u.a,(l -b)“) 
h=I II =xc ~~(l-u)“~~(l-b)~~~,,r,;~~r,~ +cz,.I, h =o i r 
= i o,u’(l-a)” k(l-b)k+xsr,J,, 
x = 0 
where c(, E F,(G), J, is an element of F,(G) in the form 
J,=(l -a)‘(1 -b)‘, r+s>n. 
(i) If rz32p- 1, then k or n-k>~, hence (~-u)~~~‘=O or 
(1 -b)” =O. Therefore (1 -u)’ -“(l -b)” =O, Vk. Similarly J,=O, V/r. So 
we have Z7(s) = 0. 
(ii) Trivial. 
(iii) If n=2p-2, then r+s>n=2p-2, SO 
J, =o, VT, 
that is, 
z7(S)=a, ,a PP’(l -a) P-‘(1 -b)P-’ 
=cn-, (1 -a)” -‘(l -b)“- ‘. 
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(iv) If 2p - 2 > n 3 p, then 
(1 -a)“-k=o, when k<n-p 
and 
(1 -h)&=O, when k> p, 
therefore Z7(,S)=Cfi&,,+, akak(l -~)“~~(l -b)k+C~,J,. For any j, 
n-p+ 1 <,j<p- 1, we have 
(1 -a)“- ‘+/--n(l -b)“-‘-/.fl(S) 
=(l -a)P- I-t/- ,I(, -b)p-1-j 
P- ’ 
X 
( 
c a&l -.)flPk(l -b)k+~a,J, 
k=u--p+ I 
=a,(1 -a)“-‘(1 -/?)“-I. 
If n(S)=O, then a,(l-cr)“~‘(l-h)P~‘=O; hence u,=O, when 
n-p+l<j<p-1. 1 
For any sequence S = (ab’l, abr2,..., abrn), pdn <2p-2, we define a 
polynomial over F,,, 
f&x)= fi (x-r,). 
I=1 
From the relation between the roots and the coefficients of an algebraic 
equation, we have 
f,(X)=.Y”--,IXn~‘+~*Xn~2+ ‘.. +(-l)TTn 
- t-r - n-P -CJ’IX n-‘-P+a,.u”-‘-P+ . +(-l)-Pan-p).XP 
+ (( - l)nPP+‘anPy+ ,xp-’ + ... + (- l)kn), 
where ok=CIGil <... c,kGnr,lri,‘~‘rrk. Define 
h,(x)=x”--P-0,X”- P+cT*,Yf 2-p+ ... +(-l)n-Pgnpp 
gs(x)=(-l)“-P+‘g,~p+lXP~l+ “’ +(-l)“a,; 
then fS(x) = h,(x). xp + g,(x), and from Lemma 1.2, n(S) = 0 implies 
g”-p+L=rJnppi2= .‘. =cp-I= 0, 
hence deg( g,(x)) < n - p. 
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Moreover, note that ah’ and abj are in the same cyclic subgroup if and 
only if i = j, we have 
n(s) = # distinct roots of f,(x). 
LEMMA 1.3. S is a sequence of G, 1 SI = n, p d n d 21, - 2, fs(x), g.Jx) are 
defined above, then 
(i) IT(S) = 0 implies deg(g,(x)) < n - p, 
(ii) /i(S) = # distinct roots offs(x). 1 
THEOREM 1. S is a sequence of G, S= (a ,,..., a,), p < n < 2p - 2, 
IJS)dp- 1, A(S)<2p- 1 -n, then 
Proqfi Since A(S)<2p-l-n<p-1 and G=(a)x(b) has p+l 
cyclic subgroups, there are two of these subgroups, say (a), (b) such that 
ISn (a)[ = ISn (b)j =O. 
From Lemma 1.1, we may assume u, = ah”, ri # 0. By Lemma 1.3, it is 
sufficient to prove deg( g,(x)) 3 n -p + 1. 
Inductive assumption on n. For n = p, we have f,(x) = xp + g,(x). If 
deg( g,(x)) 6 n - p = 0, then g, E F, and 
fs(x) = xp + g, = (x + g,)“; 
that is, fs(x) has only one root -g, and A(S) = p. A contradiction to the 
assumption n(S) < p - 1. 
Suppose we have done for n - 1, we consider the case of n. Let ,4(s) = s 
and 
r,=r2= ... =ri,, ri, + I = ri, + z = . . = r,> ,..., 
rimlfl= ... =ri, where i, = n. 
Let n,= ISn (a,,>l, 1 dj<s, then 
n, =11, ni = ii - i ,- 1, 26j<s, and f n,-n. 
,=I 
Let sk = C;=, rf, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . The Newton formula 
s,-ss,p,a,+s,-,a,+ ... +(-l)ks,Bk=O, l<k<n. 
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is known in linear algebra. If CT~ _, = g,, z = = (T,, up+, = 0, then 
s,-.s,-,cr,+s, zcT2+ ..’ +(-l)“~ps~ ,l+PcT,r P=o. 
Note that sk = C;=, rf = c;,, n,rt, if we denote h(x) = h,(x) = 
.Y ,1 ~ p - fJ,x ,1-p-l + ... +(-l)“-“a, p, then 
O=s,-a,s,&,+azs, *+ “. +(-1)” P~,~~pSk~,,+p 
=(~,n,r:)-n,(~,n,r:~‘)+nl(~,nlr:~’) 
+ ... +(-1)” p~,,-p i: n,rf 
( 
n + I’ 
,=I ’ ! 
=tl, “C” (- I )‘.rf, 
( 
‘0, 
I=0 1 ( 
+n, ‘:zr (- 1,“rf2m’g,j 
( 
” P 
+ ... +n, ,zo ( - 1 Yrf$ -‘or 
1 
= n, rf, ‘i+r’h(ri,)+n,rf: “+“k(r,,)+ ... +11,r~~~“+“fr(r,~). 
Set k = n - p + 1, II-p + 2 ,..., p - 1, respectively, we get a group of 
linear equations in variables n,, n2 ,..., II,, 
r,,h(r,, 1 II, + r,,h(r,,) 12~ + ‘. + r,,h(rJ n, = 0 _ _ 
r;,h(ri,)nl +rf,h(r,,)n,+ ... +rth(rJn,\=O 
(*) 
We say that h(r;) # 0 for all i, 1 < id n. If not, h(r,) = 0 for some i; then 
g,(r,) =fs(ri) - NY,). rp = 0, 
hence (x - r,) I g,y(.u), (x - r,)) h(x). 
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Let S’ = S- (a,), by the definition, we have 
and g&-x) = gJx)/(x - r,), so deg(g,.(x)) = deg(g,(.x)) - 1 <n - p - 1, 
contradicts the inductive assumption. 
Since s = /i(S) < 2p - 1 - n, take the first s rows of the coefficient matrix, 
we get a s x s matrix 
rj,h(rj,) rizh(r'z) '.. ri,Mri,) 
rT,Mr,,) +(r,,) 
A= . L rfrNr,) . I : r),h(r,,) r;‘,h(r,,) ... r;\h(r,J 
and 
IAl = 
ri,Nr,,) rizNri2) . . r,,h(r,,) 
r;? NV,, 1 r$(rJ rf~4riJ 
.  .  :  
rI,h(r,,) C2Mr,,) . . .  r,'MrJ 
= fi r,,h(r,,) 
,=I 
= n r,h(r,,) kQ, (rik - rJ f  O. 
j= I 
Therefore the group of homogeneous linear equations (*) has only the 
trivial solution 
n, sn,= ... En,=0 (mod P). 
But n, < ,I( S) < p - 1. This implies 
n,=n,= . . . =n,y=O. 
A contradiction. 
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THEOREM 2 (Olson’s conjecture). S is a sequence of G, ISI = 2p - 1, 
%(S) < p, then C(S) = G. 
Proof: Let /i(S) = s, 1 <s d p - 1, then there are s terms a,,, uiz,..., a,! of 
S which are in distinct cyclic subgroups of G. 
Let S, = S - (a,,, a,: ,..., a,$). Clearly 
A(S,) d n(s) =s, R(S,)=E,(S)- 1 dp- 1 
and ISol = 2p - 1 - s. From Theorem 1 we have n(,S,) # 0. 
Let S, be the maximal subsequence of S such that S, contains S, and 
Z7(S,)#O. By Lemma 1.2, IS,1 <2p-2. 
We first prove n(S,)=a(l-a)” ‘(1 -h)Pp’, OEF,,. 
If ISI = 2p - 2, this is trivial from Lemma 1.2. 
If /SI 6 2p - 3, then there are at least two terms of (a,,, a,, ,..., a;,), say a,,, 
U ,?, which are not in S,. Since S, is maximal, we have 
(I -u,,).n(s,)=n(s+(u,,))=o 
(1 -u,,).n(s,)=n(s+(u,,))=o 
then from Proposition 2, we have 
U(S,)=a(l --a )” ~‘(1 -a )” ’ 1, r: 1 OEF,. 
Therefore in any case we have 
z7(S,)=rr(l -u)“-.‘(l -h)” ’ 
=a(1 +u+u’+ “’ +a”-‘)(1 +h+h2+ “’ +bp-‘) 
By the properties of Z7(s,), we get C”(S,) = C(S,) u { 1) = G. 
From Lemma 1.2, (SI = 2p - 1 implies Z7(,S) = 0; then 1 E C(S), hence 
C(S)=G. i 
Theorem 2 shows that r(Z, x 2,) < 2p - 1. Consider the example 
G= (a> x (h), s= (a, a )...) a, h ,..., b), 
yzT-- P- ’ 
ISJ = 2p - 2, A(S) = p - 1; but 1 E Z(S). Therefore 
r(Z,xZ,)>2p-2. 
Hence 
r(Z,xZ,)=2p-1. 
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